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UTV track race 

Categories: 

1. Turbo 

2. Non Turbo 

 

:General terms 

1- All participants should be present at least 2 hours prior to racing time. 

2- Each category must have min. of 12 participants, otherwise category is subject 

to be canceled. 

3- All participants must present a valid driving license or Id card at race entrance. 

4- Participants must be (21+) years old to be permitted to register 

5- Each participant should fill the registration form and sign waiver before the 

participating number is issued. 

6- All participants must register throughout E-registration online using LSC smart 

App, otherwise double fees is applicable.  

7- Participant and his team are the responsible for the bike registered, and must 

follow all the competition regulations. 

8- All registration fees must be paid 

9- All bikes must go through Technical inspection. 

10- Technical inspection is taken place same race day, all bikes must pass the 

inspection to be allowed to participate.  

11- Bike cannot leave race if technical inspection is not finished. 

12- Organizers have the right to cancel any participation in case bike is suspected to 

any rules violation. 
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13- Bike driver is the one who signed the waiver, changing the driver is not allowed. 

14- Inspectors have the right to withdraw any bike in case of any rules violation. 

15- All participants should respect all the rules, any violent action performed outside 

the race area may lead to cancel the registration without refund. 

16- Organizers have the right to postpone or cancel the race in case of any urgent 

reason. 

17- Time system used is based on laser functionality (race America sys.). 

18- Best time is considered out of two permitted attempts. 

19- During the race attempt, race bike must stay at start point without moving 

forward or backward until the officials give the signal to go. 

20- Participant lose the attempt in case of running before green light or any accident 

or engine failure. 

21- Complains are only accepted through official written method signed by the driver 

or team leader and submitted to head of organization committee to be reviewed 

after the competition. 

22- Head of organization committee has the right to review or make an exception for 

a certain participation at any circumstances. 

23- The organization committee has the right to change any of the race terms. 
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Conditions of eligibility and safety 

:for participants st1 

1. It’s mandatory to wear the seat belt 

2. All drivers must wear helmet. 

3. Wearing racing suit covering arms and legs. 

4. Wearing racing shoes. 

5. It’s not allowed to wear national dressing (kandora). 

6. All crew members should wear sporty clothes. 

:bikesfor  nd2 

1. Bike should be ready to race, and safe for racer, audience and officials. 

2. All mechanical parts should be fixed properly with no leaks of any type of fluids. 

3. Validity of front and rear brakes. 

4. Validity of seat belts. 

5. It must have a valid fire extinguisher. 
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Technical conditions 

First category: turbo 

- For multipurpose bikes and side by side manufacturer engines equipped with turbo 

from the manufacturer.  

1- The bike must be from the well-known side-by-side type, similar in height, size and 

width (Polaris, CAN-AM, or Yamaha). 

2- Only stock engines are allowed in this category. 

3- It’s permitted to replace any type of seats, roll cage and seatbelt but with the known 

safety ones. 

Second category: Non- turbo 

- For multipurpose bikes and side by side manufacturer engines which is not equipped 

with turbo from the manufacturer.  

1- The bike must be from the well-known side-by-side type, similar in height, size and 

width (Polaris, CAN-AM, or Yamaha). 

2- Only stock engines are allowed in this category. 

3- It’s permitted to replace any type of seats, roll cage and seatbelt but with the known 

safety ones. 


